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* Required

1.

Email address *

2.

First Name *

3.

Last Name *

The following questions are just meant for you to write what you are thinking. Research is not needed to get
these answers. There are no right or wrong answers here.
It is your turn to clean the bathroom and the kitchen. What cleaner is appropriate for each and why?
4.

What cleaner would you use for the bathroom? *
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5.

Why would you use this cleaner for the bathroom? *

6.

What chemical properties does this cleaner have that would make it ideal for cleaning the bathroom? *

7.

What cleaner would you use for the kitchen? *

8.

Why would you use this cleaner for the kitchen? *

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yQetlq23ppWRgscvhKbPl-1W_chkOztgcYC5iKPeD8k/edit
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What chemical properties does this cleaner have that would make it ideal for cleaning the kitchen? *

9.

10.

Did you choose the same or different cleaner for the bathroom and the kitchen? *
Mark only one oval.
Same
Different

Skip to question 11
Skip to question 13

Same Detergent for Bathroom and Kitchen
11.

Why did you choose the same cleaner for the bathroom and the kitchen? *

12.

What chemical properties of the cleaner is useful for the bathroom and the kitchen? *

Different Cleaner for Bathroom and Kitchen
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yQetlq23ppWRgscvhKbPl-1W_chkOztgcYC5iKPeD8k/edit
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13.

Why did you choose different cleaner for the bathroom and the kitchen? *

14.

How do the chemical properties differ in the cleaner used for the bathroom versus the detergent used
for the kitchen? *

Bathroom
15.

Could you use multiple cleaners in the bathroom? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 16
Skip to question 18

Multiple Cleaners in the Bathroom
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16.

Why would you use multiple cleaners in the bathroom? What would be the purpose/use? *

17.

Are the chemical properties different in the cleaners used for different purposes/uses in the
bathroom? *

Find a cleaner that you have for the bathroom and one you have for the kitchen.
18.

What is the name of the cleaner that you have for the bathroom? *

19.

What ingredients do you think are important? *

20.

What is the name of the cleaner that you have for the kitchen? *

21.

What ingredients do you think are important? *
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22.

Do the important ingredients overlap? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Yes- Ingredients Overlap
23.

Why do you think the important ingredients overlap? What chemical properties do you think the
important ingredients have? What are the uses for for the important ingredient? *

No- Ingredients Do Not Overlap
24.

Why do you think that the important ingredients do not overlap. What chemical properties do you think
the important ingredients have? What are the uses for the important ingredients? *
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